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EDITORIAL

Practicalities: the theme of this year's conference promises to be both interesting and useful for our ongoing task of providing the information services required by our clientele. I am very sorry to be missing out on the great line-up of speakers who will surely stimulate our thoughts and keep us ever mindful of the need to be practical as well as professional in the execution of our duties as theological librarians.

From time to time I have received expressions of response to items published in the Newsletter. These are always appreciated and encouraging. Perhaps you would like sometimes to have your ideas or reactions published. Please feel free to put your thoughts into print and contribute them to the Newsletter. You will note that Philip Harvey has done just that in his Petee Reactions.

Yet again Trevor Zweck has been hard at work, to share with us his experiences of preparing for automation. While we always welcome his contributions, and those of other (almost as) regular contributors, we would be pleased to receive articles from other ANZTLA members also, on any topic which would be of general interest to our members. We are sometimes wondering to the last moment just how we will fill our pages.

I shall think of you as I am travelling in Europe. Have a great conference!
PETTEE REACTIONS

Philip Harvey

Pam Zweck's article in the last newsletter¹ is a useful introduction to two of the main classification systems for theological libraries, Pettee and Dewey. This article exists solely to add to her statements and to extend the argument.

Advantages of Pettee

1. As emphasized in Zweck's article, Christianity and the theological disciplines are central. Bible, church history, mission, philosophy, social issues, doctrine, liturgy - these main subject areas are given their due space and logical sequence in the alphanumeric scheme. One area that will always give Pettee an edge over Dewey is the Christian literature section (G).² Individual numbers for the Christian apocryphal writings, the Fathers, the reformers and later theologians are a splendid means of ready access to authors who would otherwise be scattered throughout a collection and often not in the most appropriate places. From this point of view, Zweck's conclusion must be supported; Pettee will suit a special library better than Dewey.

2. Avoidance of long numbers à la Dewey has the advantage not only of greater simplicity in classifying and shelving, but also of quicker access. Twenty-five areas of knowledge make for considerably finer divisions than Dewey's ten.

Disadvantages of Pettee

1. The most glaring and jarring problem with Pettee is its American Protestant bias. As Pam Zweck explains, the system was devised to suit the needs of a certain kind of theological library, and one of them in particular. Julia Pettee herself had an enlightened approach to the productions of the Catholic Church, but, seen now, it seems the Catholic Church is included grudgingly in church history, theology and other areas. The Orthodox and other members of the Church Universal fare even worse.

Likewise the American part of the bias is often felt, it often seeming that theology is a discipline unique to Europe, Great Britain and North America. These problems are solved only by patience with the Pettee worldview, by remaining amenable to change where the schedules are not. You must devise new numbers where you see fit, be ready to give privilege to the Catholic, and indeed ignore some of the occasional extraordinary assertions.

2. Unlike Library of Congress and Dewey, Pettee is not updated by a central authorizing executive. Therefore many areas, theological or not, have remained stationary. In theology, for example, there is no allowance for such flourishing branches as liberation, feminist, political and contextual. In other fields, for example in the sciences, numbering is astonishingly simple; biology would seem to be single cellular.

Some cataloguers solve this problem by creating new numbers to suit their own collections, borne of a combined feeling of necessity and isolation. Though such invention can spring up wildly like Salvation Jane, it is nevertheless Paterson’s Curse. Without a national (let alone international) means of organizing all these new subject numbers, agreement will become more difficult, the system will become increasingly awry.
Attempts have been made in Australia to coordinate the disparate systems invented by different cataloguers and this does continue. But, in fact, a complete revision of Pettee is long overdue. Publication of lists of new numbers and revisions of special sections has been welcome, but actual universal authority has not been sealed on these and it is virtually impossible to gauge their general acceptance.

What is really required is the funding of a revision panel by one or several of the library associations. This revision panel would take responsibility for collecting all lists of revisions and collating them. Furthermore, it would have to address itself to the large gaps in the existing schedule, and to the varieties of new subjects within particular fields, especially in ethics, the sciences and theology itself. Such a panel would have to consist of librarians experienced in Pettee’s nuances of style as well as its problems; it would have to allow for a long period of time in which to do justice to each section of the classification; and it would have not merely to reform but revolutionise its view of denominational history and thought in the process.

3. No firm rules can be followed concerning the use of standard subdivisions. They exist, but how they are to be applied in every case is not always clear, is sometimes a matter of guesswork and is often a flat impossibility. This disadvantage is offset by the precision Pettee can achieve with its letter and number format, but there are times, especially in subject areas of greater sophistication or where there is a plethora of material in one subject, when the accurate delineations shown in Dewey subdivisions would help.

4. Unlike Pam Zweck I do not find the Index always precisely precise. It is better than the Dewey Index, which I have felt leaves you frequently treading in the deep end with nothing to grab on to, but the Pettee Index is not always direct and comprehensive. Like the rest of the system it could always do with further revision.
Advantages of Dewey

1. In the Bible criticism especially, Dewey has a more developed system of subdivisions to allow for different critical approaches. In a highly specialised collection this can be an advantage.

2. Dewey can be a good choice for a smaller theology library that is not rapidly expanding. Numbers can be kept brief. The cataloguer can afford to be more reliant on the copy cataloguing, and often has to be in such circumstances. Dewey should almost certainly be the choice of a small library where theology is only one of the collection strengths or not even the most important. Its wide coverage of the areas of knowledge is a distinct advantage for a general collection.

3. The new 20th edition has for the first time tried to shift the pre-eminence of Christianity as the religion. Options for treatment of specific religions are suggested. A religion can be classed in 230-280 with its sources in 220. Christianity, in such an instance, could then be placed in the unassigned 280. Various other options, each with their own disadvantages and advantages, are also available at the appropriate heading at 292-299.

Disadvantages of Dewey

1. Dewey is inflexible and limited in its numbering. Placing everything in, of, from, on, about and vaguely concerned in any way with Theology at 230 makes for a monolith of disparate material. It is inevitable that the expansions Zweck mentions are created.

2. The American Protestant bias is even more blatant than in Pettee. The system itself is not formulated to truly, adequately and equally treat the literature it is intended to classify.
3. In larger collections of highly specialised material in one subject area, or in collections where there is a real need to separate materials distinctly, longer numbers become a must. This is a very real disadvantage when contrasted with Pettee's brevity of numbers and diversity of choices.

The whole debate about theological classification schemes has had a long and colourful history. That there exist no hard rules for choice of schemes is an indication that the debate is going to continue. One excellent bibliographic article that any librarian considering this question ought to look at is that written by Gary Gorman.iii The annotated bibliography is copious, sure to give leads for those wanting to read further in this area.

Philip Harvey,
Technical Services Librarian,
Joint Theological Library.

The December 1989 issues (No. 9) of the ANZTLA Newsletter included an appeal to theological librarians in our area to consider the possibility of assisting colleagues in the theological libraries of the Asia-Pacific region. It is a concept which I would also like to encourage. My impression is that (with some dramatic exceptions) many libraries in the Pacific area are worse off than those in the Asian area. Some research - not yet published - which I have done suggests that many Asian libraries are as well served by personnel as our libraries in Australia and New Zealand, but that they are noticeably lacking in bibliographic resources - especially periodicals. I suspect the situation is much worse generally among the Pacific libraries - especially also in regard to staffing. With the generous assistance of ACPAD and (in one instance) the Royal Australian Air Force, we at the Löhe Memorial Library have sent several large consignments of duplicate periodicals to Asian theological libraries - with considerable benefit to us, as well as to the recipients! Though our libraries in Australia and New Zealand are very limited in our own resources, I am convinced there is much we can do for the development of the theological libraries of our nearest neighbours.

A specific request for voluntary assistance of a more direct kind has come from the Talua Ministry Training Center of the Presbyterian Church of Vanuatu. Their need is for a competent cataloguer to spend two months with them, assisting with the establishment of their library. If you are interested in offering your services or would like further information, please contact: Ps. Kalsakau urtalo Zacharie, Talua Ministry Training Center, PO Box 180, Luganville, Santo, Republic of Vanuatu.

It is encouraging to note that the Australasian Religion Index has received favourable comment in David Jones's "The Source" column in Incite: newsletter of the Australian Library and Information Association. I personally am finding it an extremely useful resource and am convinced of its value for libraries of all kinds. Please assist this ANZTLA project, not only by renewing your subscription (which is now due) but also by promoting it among library colleagues both here and overseas.
Include brochures about ARL with your mail to other librarians, and don’t forget to use it for answering reference enquiries.

The ANZTLA Standards have finally been endorsed by the Australian Library and Information Association. This gives them the approval of the wider library community and should give us added confidence to promote them within our own libraries. Hopefully, they will give added support to any application you may have to make to improved facilities, services, or resource budgets, as well as providing you with guidelines for the development of your library.

During a period of sabbatical leave in 1989, Fr Gary Gorman conducted a survey of theologians (i.e. theological college lecturers) in Adelaide to discover the ways in which they seek information and the ways they use libraries. So useful has the survey been that Gary is now proposing that the survey be replicated among all theologians of Australia and New Zealand, and is suggesting that ANZTLA adopt such a survey as a project for 1991. Gary has offered to coordinate it, and estimates that it would cost about $300. The matter will be placed on the agenda of the forthcoming ANZTLA general meeting. If you would like to read the full 30-page report, Patterns of information seeking and library use by theologians: results of a preliminary survey of seven Australian theological institutions, please contact Fr Gary Gorman, Charles Sturt University, PO Box 588, Wagga Wagga, NSW 2650. An abbreviated version will appear in AARL: Australasian Academic and Research Libraries.

Speaking of the ANZTLA Conference, now is the time to register, using the form included in this issue of the newsletter. The program looks top-class, with one overseas speaker to add to the wealth of talent drawn from our own midst. There surely can’t be a much better place than Banyo to be in the middle of winter - especially in the company of one’s theological colleagues. I look forward to seeing you there!

(Revd) Trevor Zweck,
President.

***************
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AUTOMATION AND THEOLOGICAL LIBRARIES IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

Trevor Zweck

Libraries around the world are turning almost automatically to the implementation of automated library systems - if, and to the extent that, they can afford them; however, the decision to automate needs to be taken on a more profound basis than simply "keeping up with the Joneses" of the library world. In the case of theological libraries (with severely strained resources of both personnel and finance - not to mention hawk-eyed administrators and board of management personnel) any move in this direction will need to be fully justified. This article aims to explore some of the issues which will need to be addressed before a decision to automate is made. The ANZTLA Standards\(^1\) stipulate that modern technology should be exploited "where feasible" to provide better service; accordingly, the aim must be to see whether automation really will serve us better in our primary objective of providing service to library users.

The Current Situation

The first ANZATS institution (in reality a college of advanced education with a theological department) to become automated (in 1984) was Avondale College, Cooranbong, NSW; it operates cataloguing and OPAC subsystems on Geac software, as a member of the CLANN network. The first solely theological college to make the move was the institution now named Churches of Christ Theological College, Mulgrave, Vic. (in 1987); it operates on Ocelot software. It was followed (in 1988) by Trinity Theological College, Auchenflower, Qld; it operates a circulation system on 10,000 bibliographic records, using Meta-Marc software on a Sperry PC/AT computer. St John's Trinity, Auckland,

\(^1\) Australian and New Zealand Theological Library Association, ANZTLA standards for theological libraries, 5.2.
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became the first New Zealand theological library to automate in 1989. It was quickly followed by the Baptist Theological College of New Zealand in the same city - both running Catalyst cataloguing and OPAC systems on an IBM PC (St John's Trinity) and an Ultra PC (Baptist). At about the same time, the Diocesan Resource Centre, Adelaide, SA installed a Dynix "schools" system and the Catholic Theological Union, Hunters Hill, NSW purchased a supposedly "upgraded" version of Prolib, intending to download records from OCLC. It was forced to abandon the system by the end of 1989 and has now purchased the new SEA-Urica software.

While all the above are (potentially if not actually) fully integrated systems, a number of other libraries have automated some part of their operations. The Catholic Institute of Sydney, Manly, NSW is using the Bibliofile CD-Rom database to establish its own database on an NEC computer. Mt St Mary's Seminary, Taradale, NZ and Tabor College, Plympton South, SA are establishing databases using Inmagic software. St Mark's, Canberra, ACT is operating a circulation system on a Double Helix database system. St Vincent Pallotti Seminary, Kew, Vic. is recataloguing its collection, using Molli software.

A number of other libraries are using computers for the production of catalogue cards and spine labels, for generating acquisitions and order lists, accession lists, and financial statements. Libraries which have joined the Australian Bibliographic Network include St Mark's (full service) and Parkin-Wesley Theological College, Wayville, SA, Nungalinya College, Darwin, NT, the Catholic Institute of Sydney, and the Lôhe Memorial Library (search and products).

Philosophic Considerations

In assessing the likely impact of an automated library system, it is fundamentally important to understand that the theological library is an academic library - in most cases supporting specific academic programs at the degree or diploma or certificate level and, in most cases, with some specific commitment (written or unwritten) to the support of theological research. In the light of such objectives, it is reasonable to expect that the right automated system, properly installed and
maintained, will substantially improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the research activities of users at all levels, allowing them improved access to information and substantially reducing the time taken in unproductive searching, thus allowing more time for critical reflection and creative writing.

The theological library will also aim to equip students with the skills required for a lifetime of professional self-education and growth. Since our graduates are moving out into an increasingly computer-literate society, in which the vast majority of local libraries - especially research libraries - are already automated, it is important for them not only to become familiar with such systems, but also to learn how to exploit the full research potential of the new information technology. Where better to develop such skills than in our libraries, which, for this purpose, will need to be automated?

It can also be expected, of course, that automation, when fully implemented, will substantially improve the efficiency and effectiveness of library staff in providing the wide range of services expected of a modern research-oriented library. Until fully established, it will put extra pressure and strain on library staff - and this also needs to be taken into consideration by college administrators.

Deficiencies of the Card Catalogue

The card catalogues in Australian and New Zealand theological libraries vary from very good to very poor; indeed, it is not at all impossible to find such variation within the one catalogue! But, no matter how good the card catalogue is by comparison with other systems of the same kind, it inevitably suffers greatly by comparison with the online public access catalogue.

The major problem is the inflexibility of the card catalogue. For example, to search for a particular title, you absolutely have to know the first word of the title, searching by subtitle is out of the question, and searching by subject requires the precise sequence of a complicated, subdivided subject heading. Of a similar nature is the obvious time it takes to flick through the cards and to physically move around the
catalogue.

Another major problem is the work involved in the establishment and maintenance of the card catalogue. Cards have to be typed and filed, the sheer volume of such work providing abundant opportunities to make mistakes, and the correcting and updating of subject headings by manual methods is a tedious and time-consuming process.

Another problem is the inconsistency in the style and standard of the entries in existing catalogues - due to the variety of standards and practices employed by various librarians at various times. Automation offers the opportunity to create a uniform standard and format of entries, as well as to upgrade that which is of inadequate standard.

Advantages of Automated System

The precise range of advantages to be gained from an automated system will depend on the number of subsystems acquired and implemented. There are many possibilities provided by automated systems which are simply not available to manual systems. Most automated systems can be purchased in modules; others must be purchased as total entities, whether all subsystems will actually be used or not. Depending on the options chosen, the following are some of the advantages which can be expected.

1. Improved service to users. The major advantage is the flexibility of searching the online catalogue by the use of keywords. It is possible to retrieve an item where only one or two words of the title are known; for subject searching the precise sequence of subdivisions of a Library of Congress subject heading is not important, nor even (with some systems) the preferred term. This flexibility results in many further advantages:

• The bookstock becomes more readily accessible.
• Subject searching is more efficient, as the parameters of the search can be re-defined as the search progresses.
• Bibliographies can be compiled in a fraction of the time required of a manual search.
• It may be possible for external users (eg. lecturers in their offices, other libraries, clergy in the field) to gain access to the catalogue from remote sites (eg. by means of a modem connection).

2. Greater efficiency in the use of staff time.

Libraries which have joined bibliographic networks (like the ABN and the NZBN) for copy-cataloguing purposes have demonstrated how dramatically such a level of automation can save staff time - which can then be redeployed to more productive effort. This is an area where a dramatic cost-benefit advantage is easy to demonstrate - even if the bibliographic records are being captured offscreen for the production of catalogue cards. The following are further ways in which automated systems can be expected to save time:

• They reduce labour-intensive clerical effort (eg. typing catalogue cards, filing catalogue cards, updating the card catalogue, checking donated items, production of overdue notices).
• Inventory control (ie. shelflist checking) can be done in a fraction of the time it takes to do it manually.

3. Improved administrative control.

An automated system can generate a variety of statistical data that are too time-consuming to compile manually. This will mean:

• Improved control of budgets.
• More relevant statistical information on the nature and use of the collection.

4. Resource-sharing.

Automation opens up many opportunities for more effective resource-sharing and rationalisation of resources with other libraries which are also automated.

• Interlibrary loans.
• Subject specialisation.
• Rationalisation of periodical subscriptions.
• Acquisitions control - especially in relation to expensive items.
• Union catalogue.

Features of Automated Systems

Some library systems are marketed in separate modules for each major function, others as a single package; in the case of the former, it may be possible to save money if not all subsystems are going to be implemented. The paragraphs which follow give attention firstly to features which can reasonably be required of the total package (whether modular or unitary) and secondly to features of individual subsystems. The reader is also referred to the relevant chapters of Dennis Reynolds, *Library automation*. The following are features which can be expected of total packages:

• MARC-based (discussed below)
• Interface with ABN/NZBN - downloading and uploading
• All subsystems/modules integrated through a common database
• Quick and easy transfer between subsystems
• User-friendly operation, with copious help screens
• Vendor support, including training, maintenance and ongoing development.

1. Online Public Access Catalogue

Consistent with library objectives and service ideals, the users should be the main beneficiaries of an automation project, this benefit manifesting itself chiefly in the area of information retrieval - through the OPAC. It needs to be user-friendly, providing copious help screens and/or prompts, and permit keyword searching on all fields of the bibliographic record; it being in the latter respect that the paradigmatic difference between card and computer systems really shows. Automation permits a completely new method of searching the catalogue.

---
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Whether the system is to be MARC-based or non-MARC is a matter of major importance discussed below, but either can be established largely by downloading records either from an online database (eg. the National Bibliographic Database of the Australian Bibliographic Network or the New Zealand Bibliographic Network) or an offline database (eg. Bibliofile on CD-Rom). In the case of the online database, it is a matter of attaching a holdings statement to an existing record (eg. for an ABN search and products user) or to an original record (which would have to be input in MARC format by a full service user in the case of ABN). In the case of the offline product, it is simply a matter of downloading the individual bibliographic record directly from the CD-Rom or tape to the local system.

Whether the existing card catalogue is to be supplemented (by simply being closed off but retained when the computer system is installed) or supplanted (by retrospective conversion) may be a matter for a cost-benefit analysis, but there is an obvious advantage in making the whole database available online through retrocon. Some libraries have managed to get special funding for such projects.

An obvious matter for early decision will be the number of terminals to be made available for public access; this will have a major bearing on the amount of computer power which has to be provided.

The following are some of the key features one would expect of a public access subsystem:

- Menu driven
- Help screens
- Keyword searching of all fields, including contents/notes area
- Boolean ("and/or") search operators
- Forward and backward browsing
- Truncated word searching

2. Cataloguing

If the public access subsystem is the most important (in terms of service to users), the cataloguing subsystem is the most basic and essential, and
it is this subsystem that is required to create the online database (whether by downloading from an external database or manual input). Thus, the cataloguing module is the core of the whole system, and a good system will be unified around this module, with quick and easy transfer from the online database to other modules and functions. The crucial question for this module is whether it is to be MARC (Machine Readable Cataloguing) or non-MARC based. Where the input of original cataloguing to national networks (eg. ABN/NZBN) is required, the MARC format is essential. Full service users of ABN, for example, currently do their cataloguing on ABN, then download a copy of the record created (either downline or by tape or diskette) to their own system; but, by 1995, it is envisaged that the opposite will be the case: they will create the record on their own local system and upload it to ABN.3

The following are some of the key features a good cataloguing subsystem will offer:

- Variable length fields
- Unlimited access points
- Integrated authority control
- Global authority updates
- Thesaurus (UF/BT/RT) or "see/see also" references
- Downloading of records from external databases
- Uploading of records to external databases

3. Circulation

While the volume of loans in most theological libraries is such that they can be handled reasonably well by manual methods, circulation control can be greatly facilitated by the use of barcodes and barwands. In an integrated system, items must be catalogued onto the central database before they can be charged out, but this operation can be implemented (by means of an abbreviated record and the addition of a barcode) at the circulation desk when the item is required, if it cannot be done

---

beforehand; it is preferable, however, to have all items fully catalogued and barcoded before being made available for circulation. One of the big advantages of automated circulation systems is, of course, the quick and easy production of overdue/reminder/fine notices.

The following are some of the features which a good circulation system can be expected to offer:

- User-friendly charging and discharging
- Flexibility of barwand or keyboard input
- Integrated borrower and loan files
- Overdue and fine notices
- Holds reservation
- Audible flags/blocks on borrowers
- Stocktaking

4. Acquisitions

Where an acquisitions subsystem is integrated with the central database (i.e. catalogue), the checking of duplicates and the provision of order information to the public is facilitated. Such systems generally include desiderata files and financial management procedures.

The following are some of the features which would be expected of a good acquisitions subsystem:

- Printing of orders
- Vendor status and performance records
- Claiming facility
- Possible upload of orders to compatible systems (e.g. library suppliers)
- Transfer of records from acquisitions to cataloguing
- Financial management

5. Serials

Because of the special problems associated with serials, serials subsystems are generally the last to be developed (Datatrek, developed
originally as a serials system, being the notable exception). Unless it is a particularly good program, it is not likely to markedly improve serials control or save time. Libraries with small numbers of current subscriptions may find that they can cope quite well with card systems.

The following are some of the features which could be expected of a good serials control subsystem:

- Subscription control
- Accessioning of issues received
- Claiming of issues not received
- Printing of orders
- Possible uploading of orders to compatible systems (eg. subscription agents)

6. Management

Certain management functions which are too cumbersome to be contemplated with manual systems become quite feasible with automated systems (e.g. monitoring the acquisitions budget by relating estimated costs directly to actual costs and following through the implications for the total budget). Statistical data can also be gathered automatically and calculations based on them generated very easily by the computer. Whether such functions are worth purchasing and/or implementing will depend on priorities and requirements of the individual library. Obviously, not everything that can be done should be done.

7. Other Functions

Other functions of computers which might be useful in a library include word-processing, database searching, electronic mail, interlibrary loans, desktop publishing, spreadsheets, etc. Whether such functions (if required) should be included on the same hardware as the main library software will need careful consideration. One of the more useful tools for a theological library would be fully tagged, machine-readable versions of the Greek and Hebrew texts of the Bible - providing a superior kind of
MARC or non-MARC?

The most far-reaching decision about library automation is likely to be whether to opt for a MARC or a non-MARC system. Not only will this decision have vast financial implications (since MARC systems are much more expensive than non-MARC), but it will have much more important implications for the quality and the flexibility of the database to be established. Typically, academic libraries choose MARC systems and school libraries choose non-MARC, with public libraries opting for one or the other according to their specific needs and the degree of sophistication required to meet those needs.

In a MARC (Machine Readable Cataloguing) record, the data elements of a bibliographic record are identified with tags, indicators, and subfield identifiers. The format was developed in 1968 by the Library of Congress for the distribution of LC cataloguing data. Following this lead, various countries developed their own MARC format (eg. USMARC/LCMARC, AUSMARC, UKMARC, CANMARC). During the 1970s, UNIMARC was developed as a format for the international transfer of bibliographic records; records are automatically converted from the originating country's MARC format to UNIMARC and then automatically re-converted to the receiving country's MARC format.

The most important advantage of using the MARC format is for the successful and accurate sharing of cataloguing data. For example, the

---

4 For more information on this subject, see John J. Hughes, *Bits, bytes and biblical studies*, (Grand Rapids: Academie Books, 1987), especially chapter 7, p.491-604.
6 IFLA, p.vii-xiii
7 Walt Crawford, "Library standards for data structures and element
Australian Bibliographic Network stores records in the MARC format; they can be extracted as minimum records (author, title, and record identifier), as full records (catalogue card format), or as complete records (MARC format), but they can only be input into ABN in MARC format.

While the successful transferability of records is therefore the most important benefit of the MARC format, there is a further payoff in the area of information retrieval on the local system - in terms of precision, accuracy, specificity, and speed - because the format allows for "meaningful selective retrieval". This means that specific tags and subfields can be retrieved without reference to any other tags or subfields in the record; a process which is simply not possible with non-MARC records.

One aspect of MARC which may deter many librarians (especially those not specifically trained for it) is the greater detail seemingly required for cataloguing in this format. While it must be granted that the format is quite detailed - as witness the attached hard copy representation of a MARC record (fig. 1) - it should be noted that it is not absolutely essential to "fill in all the blanks". A MARC record may be composed of as little as a record identifier (a RID number), a language code, and the title and statement of responsibility. Besides, some cataloguing systems will allow even an untrained cataloguer to catalogue in the MARC format - step by step - without any knowledge of the codes or tags; thus, you could be doing MARC cataloguing without really knowing it!

---


8Crawford, p.272.

9Reynolds, p.374.

10IFLA, p.6.
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Because this issue has such far-reaching ramifications, it is important to note that there may be a very great difference between a MARC format and what is described as a "MARC-compatible" format. In a definitive statement on USMARC, Walt Crawford warns that "MARC-compatible" is a much abused term.\(^\text{11}\) He shows that true compatibility implies not only "convertibility" (from MARC format to another), but also "reversibility" (back to MARC format again) without any loss of information. Crawford warns that what is generally described as "MARC-compatible" is unidirectional compatibility (i.e. convertibility from MARC to the new format, but not back to MARC again). So what is glibly passed off as "MARC-compatible" by vendors may be just a subtle fraud - with disastrous consequences for the purchaser! Crawford says:

"There is nothing wrong with non-reversible formats, probably the most frequent non-MARC use of MARC records. What is wrong is blithely labelling such formats "MARC-compatible","n
\(^{11}\) Crawford p.272. See also Reynolds, p.372-374
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when the only "compatibility" is that the data elements in the record can be algorithmically derived from USMARC records.\footnote{Crawford, p.274-277.}

At the time of establishing a computer database, it may seem that unidirectional convertibility is all that really matters, since the library would not envisage any future transfer of such records to any other system; however, it is not hard to imagine situations in which later transfer of the whole database might become necessary or desirable. There is the unwelcome prospect of the obsolescence of the hardware or the software and/or the collapse of the company supporting it. With over seventy automated library systems on the Australian market today, it would seem highly unlikely that the majority of these will still be on the scene in a decade or two! A much more cheerful prospect requiring the transfer of a database could arise from the amalgamation of libraries, the creation of a union catalogue, or the desire to upload cataloguing data to a bibliographic utility, such as ABN or NZBN.

So, if the advantages of the MARC format are desired, the decision needs to be for a genuinely MARC-based system or (with some loss of advantage) a "MARC-compatible" system in which "compatible" implies "reversible" to a MARC format. When you scrutinise the seventy-odd systems in the market place with these criteria in mind, you find that the field of investigation shrinks very dramatically! On the other hand, if financial considerations dictate a non-MARC solution, it needs to be done with full realisation of the limitations which such a format imposes; in particular, you will want to be very sure that your system and the company which supports it will still be operational twenty or thirty years down the track!

**Guidelines for Selecting an Automated System**

The following guidelines for the selection of an automated system are offered, not as the wise words of an expert, but as the writer's reflection of an amalgam of personal experiences and the opinions of various people, many of them offered at the plenary session of the 1989
ANZTLA conference in Auckland.\textsuperscript{13}

1. Choose software before hardware. It is essentially software which determines what the system can do. Software vendors will be able to give advice on what hardware can be used and what may be appropriate for a given situation.

2. Decide what criteria are essential for your library, and what features may be optional. A major consideration will be whether it must be a MARC system or whether it can be non-MARC - and the associated question of interfacing with a bibliographic utility.

3. Assess software applications on paper before going to a demonstration - by matching its claims against your criteria. Ann Clyde's \textit{Computer software for school libraries}\textsuperscript{14} lists and describes seventy systems available in Australia and several more have been released since the book was published. Only a handful of these are genuine MARC systems.

4. Beware of the slick demonstration and of claims which are not confirmed in writing. Most vendors have a "whizz kid" whose aim is to convince you to buy his/her firm's product, whether it is suitable for your purposes or not. Don't be fazed by computer jargon; if it can't be explained in simple terms, you are justified in assuming either that they are hiding something or that they don't know their product very well - and, either way, you stand to lose!

5. If possible, take another librarian with you when you attend a

\textsuperscript{13} For another account of the factors involved in selecting a computer system for a theological library, see Anne Davies, "Automation in the special library: a personal view.", \textit{Bulletin of the Association of British Theological and Philosophical Libraries}, 2 (June 1989), p.13-18.

demonstration; the other person may see advantages and/or disadvantages which you don't spot, and will be a source of further reference after the demonstration.

6. If you are serious about a particular system, seek out a demonstration by a librarian in an actual library situation. Practising librarians will be more realistic about supposed advantages and observed disadvantages.

7. Assess the software vendor in terms of both long-term viability and support and development of the product.

8. Assess the viability of the hardware supplier. While you can't be absolutely certain of any firm's long-term viability in these economically uncertain times, it is reasonable to assume that the bigger firms will have the greater potential for survival.

9. As much as possible, avoid compromising quality for financial reasons. While this advice may seem a little unrealistic, you may need to consider whether an inferior automated system is really preferable to the existing card system, and whether perhaps a few thousand dollars is sufficient to outweigh a lifetime of superior quality and/or service.

**Surveying the Scene**

It is obviously impossible for any theological librarian adequately to survey and evaluate all the automated systems on the market. The notes which follow are drawn from the writer's very limited experience and the oral reports of many others, and there may be other systems just as good as, or better than, those which receive favourable comment here.

No attempt has been made to provide indicative pricing, as such estimates, in the writer's experience, vary greatly, even in cases where the same product, supplied by the same vendor, is involved. There is no real substitute for getting a specific quotation for your library, though Ann Clyde's book mentioned above does provide cost estimates.
1. MARC Systems
To survey the scene of the MARC systems is somewhat simpler than the non-MARC scene, as there are considerably fewer in this category; however, there is one (which also comes in a non-MARC version) which is widely acknowledged as the world market leader and is considered by this writer the "Rolls Royce" of library systems. Witness also this comment of the prestigious Library journal:

Dynix continued its record-breaking pattern with hardly a backward glance. Although the company sold 67 systems in 1987, Dynix sold a staggering 77 systems in 1988. Twenty-eight were sold in Australia, an area that the company clearly targeted last year. Despite these sales numbers, Dynix's avowed emphasis has been customer satisfaction and employee development. In the experience of the authors, this seems to remain an accurate pattern thus far.15

Dynix was developed in the United States in 1986, and has since been installed in more than 600 libraries around the world and more than 100 in Australia and New Zealand. Dynix is a library systems specialist, with a large support and development team. Its Australasian headquarters is in Adelaide. Dynix is based on the Pick operating system, widely acknowledged as the best operating system for handling vast quantities of textual data. It is flexible, user-friendly and reliable and is backed by first-rate support and training, plus an uncompromising commitment to further development and enhancement. While it operates on a variety of computers of a variety of sizes, it would accommodate the needs of most theological libraries on the recommended Wyse 286 or Wyse 386 PC. The vendor is so confident of its product that it actually guarantees specific response times (i.e. three seconds) for searching, provided the recommended hardware configuration is used.

SEA-Urica is a recently upgraded AWA product which performs most of the functions of the Dynix, notably excepting the ability to index and search contents notes. Like Dynix, it is Pick based. It also has the facility to "walk you through" the creation of a MARC record. Although Urica has been placed mainly in very large libraries, the upgraded product will operate also in the PC environment. It is marketed by SGA Pacific, trading under the more familiar name of AWA computers, combining the worldwide expertise of General Automation (United States) and Sanderson (United Kingdom).

Datatrek is atypical in that a complete, integrated system developed from what was, originally, only a serials control system. It operates on IBM and Macintosh computers and seems to have most of the features which would be required of a theological library.

MARC-2 is a very new product, developed in Adelaide by Unique Office Equipment to complement its Concorde schools system. On paper, it looks impressive, but is too new to have had any notable impact on the marketplace.

Meta-Marc (formerly MicMarc) has also been developed in Australia. It is based on the Xenix operating system. It has been criticised for its lack of flexibility. Potential purchasers should check out two unconfirmed reports: an earlier, more optimistic, one that it is being re-written; a later, more pessimistic, one that the vendor is in receivership.

BLISS (Bacone Bay Library & Information Search System) is another Australian product, functioning on Xenix and Unix operating systems. It also looks good on paper, but it has not been possible to see it in demonstration.

Hermes was developed originally for the Bond University, which is currently reported to be looking at other systems. It is marketed by Library Systems of Australia and is being promoted as a school library system.

There are other systems which have a good reputation among academic libraries; the writer's failure to evaluate them could be because of
presumed excessive cost, lack of installations or contacts in Adelaide, or the inability to see a demonstration. Thus, omission from this list is not necessarily a value judgment.

2. Non-MARC Systems

The field of non-MARC library systems is much more perplexing than the MARC field; there are so many available and so many seem to have much the same features. Some are incomplete; others may have particular strengths and corresponding weaknesses. Because they are developed typically for school and public libraries, they may be rather weak in some of the features required of theological libraries; in particular, they tend to be strong in circulation and weaker in the search/enquiry subsystem. If they are incomplete, it is most frequently the serials control subsystem that is lacking.

Dynix markets a "schools" system which is much cheaper than the fully-featured system. It is one of the systems chosen for schools by the Education Departments of South Australia and Victoria. It is equally as flexible and user-friendly as its fully-featured counterpart. Concord was developed at Concordia College, Highgate, SA and is marketed by Unique Office Equipment, Adelaide. It is very flexible and user-friendly and combines some additional features (such as booking of audio-visual programs) especially applicable to the school situation.

Book, developed and marketed by Stowe Computing, Adelaide, is very popular in the public library field. It is currently being upgraded to an academic library system.

Ocelot, originally a Canadian system, is marketed in Australia by Ferntree. It has been placed in about 150 libraries, mostly of primary and secondary schools. It is one of the systems selected by the Education Department of Victoria for its schools.

Catalyst has been developed in New Zealand. It currently lacks a serials subsystem, but its cataloguing and circulation subsystems are functioning very well in the two theological libraries in which it has been placed. Its screen displays are visually impressive.
The above are systems with which the writer has some acquaintance; there are obviously many others - which may be equally as good. As noted above, there is also one which has been tried and discarded by a theological library.

At the very bottom of the cost scale is the Bookmark software (under $200), developed in South Australia at the Angle Park Computing Centre. It handles circulation quite well, but is very limited in search capability. A more promising low-cost option would be the Inmagic software, which sells for about $1500. Techsearch, Adelaide, has developed several programs to function with Inmagic, including BIBCAT for downloading records from ABN (with the alternative of keying in manually) and for the production of catalogue cards.

Conclusion

While it is hoped that the advice given here may be helpful to theological librarians contemplating the implementation of an automated system, nothing can substitute for careful research and investigation by the individual librarian. It is vitally important to know why you want an automated system and to search for those features which are of greatest importance to the individual situation. This is, moreover, an area in which theological librarians can be of help to one another - by sharing their experiences, both of their investigations and of the on-site operation of the various systems.

* * * * * * * * *

**Pettee Users:** if you have made any significant or interesting modifications to suit your collection, would you care to submit them to Trevor Zweck before the conference. He will be leading the workshop on Pettee, and would be pleased to receive your submissions as soon as possible.
JOURNAL OF RELIGIOUS AND THEOLOGICAL INFORMATION

CALL FOR PAPERS

This is an invitation to submit papers for publication in a new scholarly journal devoted to the broad field of religious and theological information. Articles in any of the following areas are welcome:

- Theological Bibliography
- Library Services Involving Religion
- Religious Publishing
- Information Science as applied to Religious Studies

Submissions are subject to review by an international Board of Consulting Editors.

The Haworth Press is the journal's publisher. The premier issue is anticipated to appear Spring/Summer 1991. Initial publication schedule will be biannually. Submissions will be accepted on a continuing basis.

Papers should be submitted to:

The Revd Dr G.E. Gorman
JRTI Consulting Editor, School of Information Studies
Charles Sturt University - Riverina
PO Box 588,
WAGGA WAGGA NSW 2650 (069) 22.2584
Changes at the Løhe Memorial Library

As from the beginning of 1990, Lutheran Teachers' College has moved onto the campus of Luther Seminary, both schools retaining their independent existence and identity, but sharing the same facilities. The library collection of LTC has been incorporated into the Løhe Memorial Library, sharing space with the LS collection, but, for the time being, being separated from it. The LTC collection is catalogued according to the Dewey classification, the LS collection according to Pettee, but it is envisaged that a complete amalgamation will eventuate in due course - if the present temporary collocation of the two schools becomes a permanent arrangement. Because it now serves two institutions, the library will generally be referred to by its memorial name: Løhe Memorial Library. The address is still 104 Jeffcott Street, North Adelaide, SA, 5006.

To create space for the LTC collection, as well as for the expansion of the LS collection, a temporary extension (in the form of an Atco modular room) has been added to the northern side of the library to accommodate the combined periodicals collection. Space for the growth of the monograph collection has been made possible by rearranging all the existing 70,000 volumes - a task library staff are pleased to have behind them!

The LTC collection includes a Curriculum Development Centre, directed by teacher-librarian, Mrs Natalie Schwartz. A feature of this collection is the detailed indexing of curricular materials; for example, it is possible to tell from a computer printout all the instances of the use within all the materials held of a particular Bible story. The facility is available to teachers in the field, as well as to teachers in training.

************
NEWS

TEMPORARY REPLACEMENTS

Lynn Pryor, of Whitley College, and Editor of the Newsletter, is taking leave of absence 1st July - 31st December 1990, in order to accompany her husband to Oxford, UK, for his study leave. During this period Peter Shearer, formerly of Auckland Public Library, will be Acting Librarian at Whitley. The Newsletter will be produced by Philip Harvy of Joint Theological Library, Melbourne, assisted by Rosalie Cotter, of the Catholic Family Welfare Bureau, Melbourne. Any correspondence concerning the Newsletter should be addressed to Philip (see address inside back cover).

Jenny Nance is holding the fort at Bible College of South Australia Library for twelve months, while Marj Saunders is overseas. She is spending the year with her husband on an exchange visit in Luton, England.

DEATH OF DR JOHN GADEN

The theological community of Australia and New Zealand was shocked in February by the sudden death of Dr John Gaden, former Warden of St Barnabas College, Belair, SA. ANZTLA also mourns one who, among other things, was a great supporter of theological libraries.
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I am preparing a directory of theological libraries and religion and theology collections in libraries in Australia and New Zealand. By mid-1989 I had been working on this directory for about eighteen months, and then the work took a completely new turn because of conversations I had with Dietrich Borchardt (ex-La Trobe University librarian) and Dr Lawrence McIntosh (Joint Theological Library). They both questioned me about my decision to limit the book to Judeao-Christian collections. I then had a sleepless night which I spent worrying about repeating all the work I had already done (which turned out not to be the case), the difficulty of finding the information I needed (another unfounded fear), and the extra work I would have to do (which turned out to be even more than I imagined). The need for information on the libraries of non-Christian groups was obvious as was the lack of information on the libraries of small Christian groups, so I took heed of the advice and began work as quickly as possible to avoid future sleepless nights and to stop myself thinking of the enormous task ahead.

So where do you start looking if you need information on Islam, Hinduism the Christian Israelites or the Brethren? I quickly found that there was little information in existing directories and few people who could help, but much enthusiasm for seeing the results of my work. The most useful source was Ian Gillman’s ‘Many faiths, one nation’ which describes faiths in Australia and gives contact addresses. So I began by writing to the state representative (or the national representative if there was not a state branch) of each group listed by Gillman. I omitted the Uniting, Lutheran and Liberal Catholic Churches because I have sufficient contacts with these groups. In fact, I had already compiled a list of more than 300 collections, many of which belonged to the groups I wrote to, but I decided to re-cover some of the same ground. Then I went

---

to the yellow pages of the phone book of every capital city in Australia, also Wellington and Auckland, and wrote to groups listed under 'organizations - church and religious'. Then I wrote to the head of every diocese and order in the Roman Catholic Church in Australia\textsuperscript{b}, and to those Anglican dioceses in Australia and New Zealand not listed in Ian Gillman's book. By this time I had written (using the word-processor) more than 500 letters (including about 50 to New Zealand: I still hope to find more New Zealand addresses to write to) and realized that, de facto, I had carried out 'The 1990 Survey of Theological Libraries in Australia and New Zealand'. I realize that this title is not strictly accurate because, as you can see from the example, I have not asked for details of the library but only for an address and a contact name: the result of the survey will be a list of all libraries I will contact regarding entries for the directory.

I am grateful to the people who have replied to my letters. So far (Easter 1990) I have received about 200 replies, including some wonderful (literally) letters which could have been written by John Updike's 'S'.\textsuperscript{c}

The replies will be useful for the directory and indicate many collections not listed in any library directory. Some examples are: Assemblies of God, Brethren, Christian Revival Crusade, Church of the Nazarene, Hindus, Muslims, Brethren, Quakers, Saints Church.

I hope to complete the directory by late 1990 and see it published early in 1991.

\textsuperscript{b} Using addresses listed in the 'Official directory of the Catholic Church in Australia 1988.' Sydney: E.J. Dwyer, 1988. I am grateful to the Australian Catholic Bishops Conference and the Conference of Leaders of Religious Institutes who paid for the postage of these letters.

SAMPLE LETTER

'7/2 Edward Street
Hawthorn Vic 3122
January 1990

Dear Sir
I am writing a directory of theological libraries and religion
and theological collections in libraries in Australia and New
Zealand and would appreciate your assistance.
I would like to know the addresses of all ....... libraries in
Australia. Please only include libraries which can be used by
the public.
I would like the address of each library with the name of a
person I can write to for further information. I don't need
other details about the library nor the titles of books. Please
enter the addresses of libraries and the names of contact
people on the reverse of this letter and return it to me as soon
as possible.
I enclose a self-addressed envelope.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Yours sincerely

Coralie Jenkin.
President: Trevor Zweck, Luther Seminary
104 Jeffcott Street, NTH ADELAIDE SA 5006

Secretary/Treasurer: Val Canty, Parkin-Wesley College
20 King William Street, WAYVILLE SA 5034

Executive Member: Liz Jordan, Trinity Theological College
GPO Box 674, BRISBANE QLD 4001

Editor: Lynn Pryor, Whitley College
271 Royal Parade, PARKVILLE 3052.

Assistant Editor: Philip Harvey, Joint Theological Library
Ormond College, PARKVILLE 3052.

ANZTLA Membership and Subscription to the Newsletter:

Association membership (inc. Newsletter subscription) $20 p.a.

Newsletter only $15 p.a.

Overseas surcharge $5 p.a.

Payment to the Treasurer.